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being " 

I. Turgenov 

Today's modern society observes we are First of all , this is us society organize doer persons and their 

mutually relationships our learning great important _ Because of the society decision to find and development 

him organize doer of individuals to the activity organic depends . In this place Modern in Uzbekistan decision 

found society itself _ activity mechanism there is of society activity mechanism we mean it there is social 

relationships and interpersonal of relationships structure in society generally accepted done democratic views 

mean we hold 

in Uzbekistan of society all structure more development on February 7 , 2017 Uzbekistan development 

actions strategy acceptance done _ This is it actions the 4th direction of the strategy , namely social the field 

improvement , in particular women activities support in the eye holds from this except in society women his 

life more improve them _ social , political and legal activities to increase directed series projects to practice 

increased is coming . 

President Sh. M. Mirziyoyev the following women 's thoughts in society activity how much important 

importance occupation that it will we know can _ " First task - for us holy has been family the basics more 

strengthening _ in apartments peace and quiet . integrity and mutually respect environment Create spiritual 

and educational things sure content with from filling consists of to be necessary _ Second task - women in the 

middle crime . in families separations the increase of young people different religious-extremist currents and 

terrorist organizations to the effect fall such as to our people special didn't happen bitter and unconscious 

issues with depend _ 

Third task - women to them worthy cocktail with employment provide is the issue . Women for constant 

the work places Create regarding with an important issue one in line , family business , household . crafts , 

homestead farm wide development works "1 

In particular , the current on October 31 of the year Uzbekistan _ Republic of the Senate of the Oliy 

Majlis Women and girls and gender equality issues committee by Legislation problems and parliament studies 

Institute , Family and women state committee and US Development agency in Uzbekistan " Legal with the " 

reforms " program in cooperation Gender- legal the examination according to practical manual " to the 

presentation dedicated circle conversation was conducted . This is it circle modern in conversation in 

Uzbekistan Women activities each bilaterally development of gender equality strengthening regarding affairs 

analysis done _ 

Women respect and in society own instead of have to be not only today's in a day , maybe long and near 

a lot in our history difficult process was _ This is the main thing reason by doing shown need while their 

physically to men than weakness and women only their needs satisfactory object as to see was _ We know that 

many scientific and artistic in the works known period and in it social and household problems fictionalized 

without reflection is enough That 's it to women in works shown relationships and their bitter destiny reflection 

reached _ An example as in the west social life about , in it the truths story " Resurrection " by Leo Tolstoy _ 

or East , exactly Central Asia with connecting If so , Cholpon's " Yesterday and Kunduz", Abdulla Qadiri's " 

From Mehrob "Scorpion " works are also in the past in our history women with depends bitter the truths story 

does _ 

 
1 Sh. M. Mirziyoyev " T critical analysis, strict discipline personal liability - every one leader activity diary rule need ”- T: “ 

Uzbekistan ” 2017 
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Today's modern in society technology , human of thinking high in paces is developing effect with one 

period still our women with depends problems , gender violence meeting our women about public information 

in the means corner we hear and this condition again continue is doing we are watching . 

Of course it is such as circumstances happen in being reason by doing only we consider that in men 

wrong , why our women today themselves that's it the situation acceptance they are doing living environment 

that's it requirement is doing In women of science lack of it is easy to life aspiration, self only a woman gender 

belongs to the fact that it is a function only men desire Women also consider it satisfactory gender violence 

today with depends problems come to exit the ground is creating it is an exaggeration it won't be . 

Each _ the idea in our giving of course , to history do not face possible no , because with us today happen 

happening to events solution in search of historical experience very big help gives _ 

Human in society own instead of have to be , his happy to be and feel it _ get with closely  depends . 

" Happiness ancient period eudaemonism of philosophy main concept was _ His representatives luckily 

of life main the goal is joy of being the most higher appearance as those who looked Aristotle , Epicurus , 

Diogenes so understood . Farabi , Beruni , Ibn Sina, Sa'di , Nawai such as east scientists and thinkers in his 

work this topic important place occupied _ Modern Uzbek attention in the literature being given "2 

So happiness concept from time immemorial people of life in their understanding main criterion be 

received , i.e a person himself How happy counts so much life better realized or vice versa misfortune , his his 

life bad that by eye gave _ 

Of women in society own places to find to get and their lives right their formations _ happy or unhappy 

that they are with organic depends . 

In particular , new allama Abdurauf of Phytrate that's it period to women done relationship the right one 

his thoughts are exactly the same our our analysis what is it? right that again one times proves _ 

" In our country wives each per minute how many insult and to punishments subject to being are living 

We are Turkestans own our wives humanity from within we think outside and to the poor to a person as he did 

deal we do n't A lot in the case of animals to the case our heart they are sorry . But women's confused cases 

our grace not enough Our wives please deserved , honest worthy and to mercy we don't think it 's right . We 

have wives swearing pride and pride is counted , hit disabled to do while of masculinity we know that it is a 

virtue . Allah the woman only sensual our dreams and animal our passions satisfy for we think that created . 

As if , God to them right , attention and thinking virtue as if not …”3 

of Phytrate this thoughts analysis if we do , women with depends of issues quite a lot weight that's it 

also exists in the period that it was knowing we get can _ To women relatively violence at its core them object 

as view only _ need satisfy just for need in the eye caught _ In this place of all again one thoughts analysis if 

we do 

" You know , man the first education of his mother in the bosom takes _ .That's it thing Inevitably , the 

first upbringing ( family education ) education the most important is considered His effect man nature strong 

settles down . Person spirit , morality ore and habits since childhood is formed . Now yourself one think , we 

are the beginning education that's it from our mothers can if we are , why are we the same to the situation don't 

fall we are ..."4 

 Women first _ mother that they are a child the main foundation of education set to give above own 

thoughts _ the proof found _ But so though to women has been attitude violation a lot cases exactly in families 

surface will come 

In fact great of individuals to greatness achieve exactly behind _ of a woman participation about 

historical from sources information we have Women and girls knowledgeable , intelligent person as to maturity 

if enough Of course , his His descendants are also knowledgeable and intelligent to be no doubt . holy our 

religion " your son " in Islam if we teach one person learned did you will be , your daughter if we teach society 

learned did " You will be . " content views is available . Even if it is of women learned to be not only in the 

past , today high even in our day importance occupation is enough 

 
2NM Egamberdiyeva , D. A. Mahmudova . " Family In the mirror "Bakht " is scientific and popular pamphlet . Science: Tashkent - 2021 
3 Abdurauf Fitrat " Selected works ". Spirituality - T.:2006 - 240 p. 
4 That's it source 241 p 
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To independence achieved that's it from our day to the day until in our country wife to the girls 

relationship is also state society as well scale current to Ahami have being is coming Women and girls of the 

committee structure , and series laws and of decisions acceptance to be done this in the field done increased of 

work is a prelude . First our president I. A. Karimov by also to women many opportunities and benefits given 

was _ " Smart, beautiful Women their own care , kindness , heart river with in the family , moreover , the 

whole in society  balance , purity , honesty, sincerity and justice environment save they stand _ Islam in 

thoughts Karimov's women in society instead of what is it? big attention given proof to say can _ 

Women and girls of the issue relevance that they are of society the most active and the same at rest the 

most help needs part is considered This is the reason a woman person's physically from men different 

respectively fine , the second from the side while they are society educators the fact that literal to them 

opportunities and benefits to be given need shows . 

These are opportunities health conservation , education , economy and again many in the fields done 

increased is coming . Today's in the day of women reproductive health issue primary in place because _ _ 

healthy from mother healthy a child to the world will come That's why for women too health issue state policy 

level raised , of course performance in the matter of disadvantages existence this subjective of factors effect 

under is happening 

Now of our subject main to the part Let's go , world across globalization process intensity with passing 

one at the time of his effect of society different parts , in particular to the family , family husband and wife in 

a relationship and children has its own attitude effect is showing . 

" In the family mutually in relationships and married to beauty attention Giving is also special important 

has _ If the parents and in the family adults mutually in their relationship to beauty attention if they give , 

family in the transaction integrity , sincerity , respect if so , that's it in the family being educated children in 

the case of above such as moral qualities content found goes _ So , in the family aesthetic education parents 

and another big of people mutually right from the relationship Beginning need "5 

Family relationships participants to be male and a woman relations that's it of the family structural part 

organize is enough Of course this relationships different different factors under the influence of is formed 

- Socio-psychological factor ; 

- Religious and national values based on factor ; 

- Physiological factor ; 

- Economical factor ; 

This is it given factors family relationships formative and main effect doer factors is considered Socio-

psychological factor we mean man and of a woman in society position , socio-psychological condition , 

character and social environment mean we hold In the family happening each one process of course socio-

psychological factors as a result develops . Of course of families strength and complete in formation socio-

psychological factor very big to the seat have _ 

" In families unhealthy psychological of the environment existence family relationships 

unconsciousness , family divorces from parents one absence , family in education road being placed defects 

and of the family educational to the effect have that it is not cases children and in teenagers crime your behavior 

come to exit effect shows ”6 

So in families of parents unhealthy psychological status not only of the family to the violation , maybe 

that's it in the family forming to the upbringing of the child own negative effect shows . Today's in the day we 

are in trouble mood , to women being shown wrong relation , in the future education of the child , his socio-

psychological to the situation negative effect is doing 

Uzbekistan Republic President Shaukat Mirziyoyev's " In families unhealthy relations , mother-in-law , 

husband and wife between quarrels , our women between own to his soul intention to do cases presence 

personally me hard to distress is putting "7 said exactly in his thoughts today's in the day of society main joint 

calculated of the family wrong formation How current important ownership shows . 

 
5Umarov BM Family education lessons. Scientific - methodological manual .- Tashkent.: OOO "NORI" LLC, 2019, B 8. 
6 Umarov BM Family education lessons. Scientific - methodological manual .- Tashkent.: OOO "NORI" LLC, 2019, B 16 
7 Mirziyoyev Sh.M. _ Our country destiny and the future on the way more harmony being , persistence Let's try with ./ / People 

word.- T. , 2017 . _ _ _ June 16 . 
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To women and girls relatively relationship right formless we are , his as a result surface coming we can't 

solve the problems either . This is a relationship in science it is called gender relations and analysis will be 

done . 

" Sex male and Women universal biological between difference is anatomical _ and physiological the 

essence, that is , of the individual biological gender - male or a woman gender affiliation determination for 

basis to be biological characters is unity "8 

" As noted , men and Women between biological , natural differences with men and of women behavior 

, social and cultural characteristics more precisely differentiate gender term for acceptance done _ The concept 

of gender the introduction the most common in a sense two concept is biological and social gender concepts 

differentiate gender term for acceptance done _ The concept of gender the introduction the most common in a 

sense two concept is biological and social gender concepts to differentiate help gives _ Gender ( English 

gender - from "breed") sex concept physiological reality superstructure has been social construction as 

determines ."9 

This is gender directly male and of women to himself special features and in society roles in itself 

incarnate scientific concept it is His essence and content analysis enough we are intersex of relationships how 

content found and this about being done theoretical and practical affairs about information have we will be 

Men and Women physically if they differ , their social , legal and political and economic in the field seats of 

course equal to and organic to be need mean is caught . 

Of women and girls in society role in defining we men legal status our limitation or them to each other 

absolute against let's put wrong . Vice versa they are between relationships right Alignment , women with 

depends of problems surface to come main reason of what consists of that to determine it is necessary Why 

this issue and this about research very thin and own in place is an urgent issue . 

Now while in Uzbekistan to women relatively violence or another negative to the effects against done 

increased affairs with briefly let's get to know each other . Last years Women entrepreneurship , initiatives 

supported by _ women employment and them to the profession teaching , social to the defense needs to the 

girls state grants separation , their problems learning and manly solution reach about practical affairs take " 

Women _ 9 criteria for notebook 433 thousand based on person woman entered , of the majority problems 

solution reached is coming . With that one in line , in society of women own place to find hindrance by doing 

coming problem and there are also vices to them _ against to fight current important is doing Of them one 

women and to the children relatively displayed pressure and violence . " This is it vice and to the problem 

against to fight to himself special feature and importance occupation that this _ to the problem against in 

fighting whole of the world community participation expanded is going In particular , the UN General 

Assembly in 2000 International on November 25 to women relatively to violence I'm done to give day as to 

celebrate about resolution acceptance did _ To tradition according to each On November 25, "Gender violence 

against called active 16 days ' The campaign has been launched campaign International a person rights day 

will end on December 10 . General Assembly in the resolution the world countries governments in the UN 

system organizations , international and non-government to organizations appeal that 's it day to women against 

violence with depends to problems attention focus recommendation by doing is coming . This the date 

relationship with each UN Secretary General appeal with out , to women relatively violence the world across 

wide scattered going separately attention looking at and this the problem eliminate to do regarding together to 

work calls out "10 

Women and girls and they are with depends all issues today the world scale is being studied and surface 

coming to problems solutions is being given . But that's it practical and theoretical actions done being increased 

problems though _ there is and violence as a result many Women suffering is smoking . 

Statistician _ data to the analysis according to the last in years in our country of crime common indicators 

to decrease that it has been achieved although some _ heavy in the regions family-marriage in the field of 

crimes indicator increased and some kind of of crimes happen to be done is being observed . Family-household 

 
8 Zdravomyslova E.A., Temkina A.A. Sotsialnoe konstruirovanie gender// Vozmojnosti ispol'zovaniya kachtestvennoy metodologii v 

gendernyx issledovaniakhyu MTsGI, 2001. 
9 Gender relations theory and to practice login _ Scientific articles collection ., D. Alimjonova ., T.: 2007. B 33. 
10 Women and girls and to the children relatively of violence prevention get _ Methodical manual ., Own Res Sciences Academy 

"Science", T.: 2021, B 5. 
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marriage in the field on purpose man to kill and to him assassination to do of crimes in 2016-2020 during 

happen to be done status it increased by 34.8% in 2017 compared to 2016 if it decreased by 16.8% in 2018 

compared to 2017 , by 12.6% in 2019 compared to 2018, and increased by 11.2 % in 2020 compared to 2019 

to go road being placed was determined . 

To the tests according to today in the day of crime negative consequences of society all to the fields , 

that's it including family- marriage to the conditions his own serious effect showing is coming In particular , 

family-marriage in the field happen done on purpose man to kill of crimes each of the three one  exactly family 

conditions happen will be "11  

In general women his life improve and to the future has been trust and positive feeling formation for our 

women own on them work , knowledge development it is necessary Real science owner to be for of course 

higher information have to be need said to look is incorrect because a person worldview formation for it is first 

own on independent performance and known to the goal have to be it is necessary Of women and girls wide 

worldly and learned to do for whole community action _ and necessary conditions Create important _ 

Of women and girls modern society with more wider introduce them _ separate not but _ generally 

accepted done to norms relied on without legal , economic , political knowledge by developing to go it is 

necessary To them today's in the day being given of possibilities right use qualification our formation of this 

for while to places go to learn exactly that's it field representatives submission , their responsibility increase to 

the goal is appropriate . 

We modern society , his nationwide democratic principles based on formed , given opportunities about 

we talk a lot and theories we are creating . But theirs performance how going away , in women what because 

of socio-household , economic problems I'm done that he does not find analysis we reach and the root cause 

of the problem we find necessary _ Because today Women different factors under the influence of their own 

the truth , in life goals and their views forgetting are putting or denial is enough . In fact how was and how to 

be that it is necessary to them right our explanation it is necessary 

We are above in our thoughts family to relationships effect doer to factors stopping past we were , 

exactly of them again one religious and national values based on factor and he is his own effect within 

relationships negative or positive to the side referrer factors to the line enters _ If they right directed if basically 

positive to the character has _ We know that religion is human trust , faith means _ It is society with organic 

concept and in society relationships system reform reached standing and coordinator factor is considered 

Religious and national values basically of humanity moral norms , spiritual identity is formed . If religious-

national in values to the norm compliance if not the society to bigotry towards can also lead . That's why for 

religion is a human being the most thin and indispensable part is considered and those people to the good 

direction it is necessary 

Family relationship , husband and wife in it and children between mutually relations are also religious 

and national values based on is formed . Religious rituals , traditions , values these are including _ Religious-

national values today's modern in our lives How to the seat have It's happening , ladies and their about the 

activity in religion how guidelines given . 

" To women islam in religion high respect and attention with is considered . Islam of religion holy source 

Quran There are 35 chapters and 102 verses of the word " Woman " in the Holy Quran use , from surahs one 

it is called " Nisa " - that is , " Women " . a woman position , his in life place , rights in detail statement to be 

done islam in religion to women of attention bright is an expression . 

East a woman , in particular Uzbek of his wife shaklu-shamoyili , syrati , spiritual of the world in 

formation the influence of Islam incomparable _ Family chief has been to a man respect , shame , respect , 

obedience , patience and tenacity all in periods Uzbek of his wife important character counted "12 

Same as well as another religions are also their own religious look at with family relationships to the 

system and parents of relations their consistency _ children with depends issues very big effect shows . We do 

this in the family moral of norms manifestation in being let's see can _ 

Religious and national values factor very complicated and the same at the time the most effect scope 

wide factor is considered Because some people originally religious science very high if not exactly in religion 

 
11 Family within of offenses prevention get styles - stylistic manual ., "Neighborhood and family publishing house "- T.: 2021. B 6. 
12 F. _ Akramova , S. Sherkhanov . To women religious and psychological tips : scientific and methodical manual . - T.: "ROIAM" 

2016, p. 20. 
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women seats and obligations about their own superficial knowledge relying on to mistakes road are putting , 

in fact , no religion when your person to the factory or to torture does not command , on the contrary to him 

reliefs gives _ 

Islam enlightenment , shariat the rules of Islam jurisprudence  complete without knowing standing up 

religious values follow , today in the day in our society many problems , especially husband and wife in the 

family issues to tangle reason being remains _ 

In fact in Islam family the most that it is a delicate matter about marriage _ and husband and wife 

relations about very important evidence came _ Especially Women in the matter of islam religion perfect 

judgments give may have received 

Of women and girls social to life since childhood prepared to go and this in the family done increase it 

is necessary Because many in families national and religious to values based on although in the family intersex 

in education very a lot to mistakes road they put For example , national values based on formed in families girl 

to the child has been relationship very hard and from prohibitions consists of that it is prohibitions his since 

she is a girl come output in the future of women himself independent person as according to that he can't and 

this another social to problems face to come reason will be Many in families only son to the child relationship 

stronger , his the future for more attention will be focused , girl to the children while more home works or in 

the future only family with depends issues about concept is given and is taught . In fact son a family for a child 

with depends issues to be taught need , they are the same to the family preparation it is necessary After all 

family the issue is husband and wife relations based on will be built . But in men since childhood in the family 

own place high count and don't look against to sex relatively low look with to look in the family to education 

connected without is developing . Such educational system as a result of gender inequality , gender violence 

surface coming can _ Like this circumstances eliminate reach for education right formation , their mental and 

physical potential account get it is necessary Of course , educational in progress national and religious values 

right absorb it is necessary 

In fact this our views through Women from men superior to be or their men with each bilaterally one 

different said from the view we are far away , our our goal women own rights familiar , social relationships 

under the influence of suffering not smoking and gender- based violence in defense to be is to achieve . Of this 

for women themselves analysis to do in life goals and their views one kind of take to go necessity in the eye is 

caught . The issue of gender analysis doing researcher , specialist , issue each bilaterally to learn , har one side 

, both women's and men's interests account received without to the situation solution to find , eng acceptable 

the solution give take need _ 

“ Gender socialization is sexual belonging to depends respectively ethics samples to be assimilated , that 

is men and Women for what are social acceptable things that to teach is a process . Gender socialization gender 

similarity and gender roles concepts with closely depends "13 

gender equality reach always current and many to discussions reason divisor issues in turn enters _ Study 

it and analysis reach today's day is a requirement . 

Gender issues and family to relationships effect about very many considerations there is These are 

considerations at the core in families of women place provide them _ relatively violence eliminate knowledge 

_ _ that they get support issues organize is enough 

" A woman person to marry get out he is a stranger to the environment down remains the same at the 

time husband to the seeds to join can't and own seeds with contact known level loses . Later on some in societies 

a woman a person to the seed of the land officially enter started , but in this his inequality tradition action did 

_ He is a people in gatherings and meetings and cultural in meetings from participating aside out the rest or 

them quietly standing up participated . To women defined one series to himself special patriarchy marriage 

instructions appear was , that is to men road give , men collected to places not to go , other in places necessity 

if not invisibility and etc. _ The congregation in places unnecessary invisibility of women from people moving 

away to go take came , this while later on of Muslims religious the right sharia by confirmed "14  

So , women in his life family relationships Beginning with they are in his life new one stage begins . 

This is the stage their whole life during continue It is enough to remember the environment adaptation , their 

 
13  Gender relations theory and to practice login _ Scientific articles collection . T.: 2007. 421 p. 
14 Gender relations theory and to practice login _ Scientific articles collection . T.: 2007. 421 p. 
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real to his family rotation very complicated is a process . That 's it complicated to the process getting used to 

for known time need will be If new in the family to women relationship negative in effect continue if , then 

spiritual breakdown surface coming to the family adapt not to get , of the family to the dispersion of relations 

until completion to go can _ Such in case what what we do do you need Who is new? family to those who built 

such circumstances about information gives ? Of course our country scale get married _ to build age guys the 

girls to the family training , mental , social and economic issues about to them information to give for defined 

competent institution and there are organizations . Theirs main the task is also families strengthening , rulings 

reduction , to women relatively violence eliminate from doing consists of This is it of organizations powers 

expansion is also theirs of the country edge to edge to places arrived to go provides . 

Of women and girls science to get aspirations , them in society own instead of have to be this not only 

the future generation , whole one of the people future knowledge and potential set gives _ 

 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

This is it to the article conclusion does we are in it whole one in society individuals , exactly of women 

activities to align and their gender against happening violence and pressures eliminate to reach the goal we did 

Women and girls issue today appear It 's not a matter of his own development history is available . We 

are in analysis basically each one period views to learn attention we looked So , women activities support them 

_ physical and spiritual from pressures protection to do each bilaterally important _ Today we are globalization 

during we live and this process in the world there is all issues own into cover is taking So it is positive views 

with one in line negative information , views intensity with to our lives come in is coming Gender equality 

what is the matter society representatives for melting in reality , it is in itself very big issue cover takes _ 

Women and girls in society own instead of have to be issue this small condition not his _ at the heart of us 

women supporting our support to them enough conditions to create them negative of cases protection of doing 

himself upcoming to the body coming exemplary also create families to come, too mentally and physically 

mature children to the world to come the ground creates _ 

We are family relationships and in it of women to the role we stopped . Family relationships means in 

the family almost all relationships enters , husband and wife relationship , parents and a child relationship , 

relatives between relationships these are including _ Family relationships different different to be regardless , 

they the following features has : 

- Parties in the middle strong emotional communication ; 

- Other individuals family to disputes not to mix desire _ 

- of the parties strong personal experiences ; 

- Dispute high emotionality ; 

- Dispute consequences participants has been sides especially children _ personal to his life effect such 

as own into takes _ 

Above family of relationships features at the core disputes and them eliminate reach conditions lies _ In 

society that's all changes and developments , man of your mind rise , technique-technology century to be 

regardless we have interpersonal in their relationship yet still problems is available and they are social life 

gnaw is going People family being to live complicated process that it is are stopping . Men and yaols in relation 

to external effects strong effect is doing And this them family being from living to move away and to the 

tyranny reason is happening From this except family of a husband and wife in a relationship mutually 

controversial to the circumstances road to put , their to each other violence actions done increase of women 

rights the difference even * movements done their increase _ spiritual situation from the trail to exit reason is 

happening This is it above processes society from within does not decay , then there is national-religious of 

our values lost to leave , the family a person in his life the most higher value that own content to the loss take 

will come Like this circumstances bartaratf reach mechanisms today's in the day is being formed , the following 

Suggestions these are including : 

- Women and girls to socialization to help 

- Education institutions activities more expansion , women complete science to receive reach _ 
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- To women and girls their of interests come out vital experiences to teach 

- National-religious our values populist in the language conveying , not complicating ; family values 

asrab - protect and this about practical things strengthen _ 

- Husband and wife personal to relations the third persons intervention reduce or in general road not to 

put 

Above Suggestions basically in our country there is social problems cause issuing because of work 

released _ 

Women and girls socialization ; Above thoughts summarized without , women in society own place to 

find take for enough conditions Create in the eye is caught . Women and girls social to the system attraction 

reach , directly their in society there is problems to the effect not to fall , himself person as to develop help 

gives _ 

Education institutions activities more expansion , women complete science to receive reach _ This is 

it offer today his own practical importance have _ Our country scale education institutions activities more 

being improved , education in the process today's modern to issues solution including giving _ receiving to the 

goal is appropriate . Especially two from since higher to education access from the quota to women being 

given benefits are also theirs knowledge , skill and skills to increase , personal development again one big is a 

possibility . 

To women and girls , theirs of interests come out vital experiences to teach Women and girls vital 

experiences to teach and personal sample from forming prayer _ Vital of experience lack of of women social 

in life to difficulties face to come , spiritual and sexual to violence meeting reason is happening That 's it 

circumstances sharp reduce and in general loss for , Vital and personal to the experience possessive , exemplary 

from women consists of community formed help needs women with work to them positive motivations to give 

good the result gives _ But it is the team do not force violently make up it's not maybe , really that's it work 

his own to the goal rotate received people attraction reach to the goal is appropriate . This is the process 

complicated it seems , if to the task Sincerely if approached women with depends sad circumstances relatively 

eliminate we reach can _ 

National-religious our values populist in the language conveying , not complicating ; family values 

asrab - protect and this about practical things strengthen 

This is it The proposal is also his own practical importance have _ now spiritual the field development 

, national-religious values without complicating it the needs of the population and interests suitable 

respectively deliver need _ Why of people life very complicated him more complication need not _ Vice versa 

to them positive motivation giver , today in the day unique going patience , tolerance , honesty , perseverance 

such as spiritual moral concepts our development it is necessary Including women _ _ spiritual the world 

beautify them _ own in their lives only physical availability and material the need just to satisfy not but _ 

enlightened to be , defined to the goal also form the reach to the goal is appropriate . Family values asrab - 

protect globalization as a result come in the upcoming “ public culture". against in fighting closely help gives 

_ Public information tools , education institutions this of the process performer is a mechanism . But today of 

the virtual world per day influence , social of networks popularization , population between different different 

of information spread reason is happening Such information inside positive from information except negative 

information is also available . Negative of information effect as a result from time immemorial formed and 

developed came family our values lost to go take will come Family values save and clegus to generation deliver 

important from work one actually . Today's in the day Family and wife girls scientific research institute, Family 

and women committee this is the activity issues depends on learning problems eliminate reach measures done 

are increasing . Family values loss in the family and in society spiritual and physical violence , national to our 

identity right of ideas that don't come effect strengthens _ 

Summary if we do today's modern in society family relationships improve the strength provision of 

women value increase , il- enlightenment orientation main from issues one organize is enough So it is issues 

only on paper it's not apply in practice to know is necessary . 
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